COTTON

All 1 - 2 Camera & Binocular Harness Instructions
Thank you for your purchase of a CCS G3 Harness, our best in class designs do not compromise fit, functionality or form.
Our goal is single minded, to provide secure camera carrying systems that free your hands, keep your equipment safe and
your body mobile, Ready To Shoot Now!
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2. Use the Shoulder Tightening Straps
to ensure the Harness is snug and
3. The Shoulders are adjustable from the
comfortable. Balance with waist to
1. Fit the Camera Harness by pulling the
inside. Larger or shorter individuals
ensure the weight of your camera is
Speed Straps EVENLY, ensuring the unit
can
take off the Harness and re-adjust the
is tightened snugly on your body. Harness distributed evenly.
velcro straps to whats comfortable.
rests mid torso as shown.
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CAREFUL: putting the arrows the
wrong way will put your camera
at risk of falling out of the Harness.
4. Ensure you align the arrow of the
Camera Hub in direction of the lens.

Patended Twist& Lock System
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Camera Hub at
90 Degrees into the Harness Receiver. Resting
with the lens down the camera will lock in
with our Patented Twist& Lock System.
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6. Attach the Side Holster to t e Camera Harness
using the Velcro Wraps. Alternatively, you can
attach the Side Holster to your belt or the
waist strap of your backpack.

If you have and questions
or comments feel free to
call or email us@

mfo@cottoncarrier.com

1-877-852-9423

www.cottoncarrier.com

7. Attach the Camera Tethers from the Camera
Harness D-Rings to the HIGH IMPACT Split Rings
on your camera. (splitring included with the
Camera Hub)

Features:

Lens Stabilization Strap: A strap

Rain Cover: A self-containing

that holds the lens snug against
the body while active. (eg. biking,
skiing, climbing, running.)

bag that quickly comes up and
over the camera protecting it
from water damage.

Stretch Woven Pocket:
Located on the ba ck of
the Har ness for small
to medium sized storage

Stash Pocket: Simple pocket

on the front of the Harness for
storage of small items.

Binocular Users Stra p velcro
a round lens and attach
tether to threaded loop

Inside Stash Pocket:
Inside pocket for storage
of small items.

Visit our YouTube page for video instructions
3 Year Warranty: we offer a 3 year technical warranty on all of our harness systems

Be sure to share your stories and photos with us!
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#HarnessYourPhotography

